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School Mission Statement
Ethel Phillips Elementary School is
committed to providing high-quality
education to our diverse student body. We
achieve our goals through a challenging
curriculum, quality teachers, and an
atmosphere that emphasizes
communication and cooperation.
Together, these elements create a safe and
engaging learning environment in which all
students can excel.

Site Plan of Campus
Narrative Summary
Ethel Phillips Elementary School was built in 1951 and the 7
acre site is in a fully developed older neighborhood. The
site is linear and shallow along 21st Avenue and is below the
standard for an elementary school serving 421 students.
Vehicle access for parent and bus loading and unloading
zones are combined along the 21st Avenue frontage.
Some improvements for drop off along this street have been
made but with no clearly designated loading or unloading
zones separating bus and auto access. Additionally, there
are no barrier free loading and unloading spaces and no
separate drop off for kindergarten and pre-school. Visitor
parking is allocated to a few spaces along 21st Avenue and
require entering and backing up across the side walk. The
service drive and dumpster loading area also impact this
parking and sidewalk path of travel. 21st Avenue is a
narrow, busy residential street and the drop off area is very
congested and hazardous. Emergency vehicle access to
the site is primarily from 28th Street, located on the south
side of the site.
While some effort has been made to provide compliant
"path of travel" upgrades, issues remain in and around the
drop off and parking areas.

All of these conditions contribute to congestion and an unsafe
environment for children.
The school consists of 25 permanent classrooms located in
three primary wings plus a multi-purpose / administrative
building, kindergarten and 8 portable classrooms. The multipurpose room has a stage and is small for the student
population. The buildings have had some improvements
through the state mandated modernization, however, many
areas do not fully comply with barrier free access
requirements. Classroom interiors are antiquated and worn
with use. The kitchen and administration are both inadequate
in size and configuration.
The school has been maintained in fair condition but the sixty
plus year old school does not come up to current energy
standards. Improvements could be made through the use of
more efficient windows, lighting and mechanical systems and
benefits could also be gained through more effective energy
control systems.
In addition to the overall condition issues, the school is not well
suited to contemporary teaching tools and electronics. The
classrooms are also small for the number of students and
storage, for both classroom and facility, is severely limited.

School Location Legend
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There are no adequate core areas for outdoor student
gathering. The paved play areas and play fields are also
very small and only in fair condition.
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The school does not appear to be a strong candidate for
substantial modernization.
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High Performance
Transformation

Encourage innovation in high performance school
design creating safe, motivating and sustainable
learning environments that reduce dependence on
non-sustainable resources.

Sustainable Sites School Entry/Drop Off

No designated bus and auto drop off or barrier free
access space is provided. Combined bus, auto and
narrow residential street traffic creates hazards.

Sustainable Sites Path of Travel

Narrow, uneven surfaces and no warnings for traffic
moving across walks create hazards.

Sustainable Sites Campus Core

Small areas are available for outdoor gathering but are
poorly utilized. Path to and from kindergarten exit does not
comply with CBC.

Create safe, barrier free outdoor learning environments
incorporating efficient and effective storm water
management, landscaping, lighting and surfaces.

Improve the efficiency of fixtures, appliances and
irrigation systems to reduce domestic water usage.

Optimize energy efficiency and performance to minimize
environmental impacts and reduce operating costs
associated with fossil fuels.

Improve the learning environment and extend the lifecycle of facilities while encouraging the use of efficient
sustainable materials and reducing waste.

Water Efficiency Interior

Many old fittings leak and are inefficient.

Energy & Atmosphere

Kitchen hood and make up air are inadequate and
a fire suppression system is required.

Materials & Resources Exterior

Deteriorating roof surface, drainage issues and ponding is
evident.
Enhance air quality, thermal comfort, natural light,
acoustic performance and physical environments while
reducing pollutants. Provide a safe, healthy, functional
environment to help motivate students and encourage
attendance.
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Materials & Resources Interior

Floors and transitions need to be resurfaced and
upgraded to barrier free requirements.

Indoor Environmental Quality

Casework and barrier free access to fixtures are not
compliant with CBC requirements.

Indoor Environmental Quality

Casework and storage is inadequate.
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‘Student Centered Education’
The following is a site organizational concept of
Ethel Phillips Elementary School to implement
the Strategic Plan 2010-2014: Putting Children
First and the Common Core Standards.

SAFE & WELCOMING SCHOOL
Dedicated Drop-Off
Visitor/Staff Parking

OLC

21st Avenue

Admin
Parking
MP

TC

CAREER & COLLEGE READY
Core Academic Pathway Transformation

Parking

PL

Garden/Quad/Outdoor Learning

Kindergarten (K)
Elementary; Lower 1-3, Upper 4-6

Project Lab Transformation (3,000 sf)

Classroom Expansion

Project Labs (PL) Transformation
Art/Science

PL

PL

Ethel Phillips
Elementary School
Support

OLC

Support Spaces – distributed

FAMILY & COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Technology Center (TC) Transformation (5,664 sf)
TC

Media Center & Computer Lab
Parent Center & Conference Room
Teacher Planning Center
Note: Transformation of (E) MP

Multi-Purpose (MP) Expansion (7,536 sf)
MP

Dining / Gym / Assembly / Stage
Restrooms / Kitchen / Storage

ORGANIZATIONAL TRANSFORMATION
Classroom Conversion / Expansion (1,620 sf)
Portable to Permanent and CR
Expansion to meet optimized
Campus Capacity Goals of 522 – 672
students. Add 1 Classroom & Support
Spaces
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School Site Facility(s) Needs

- Playground equipment upgrades
- Window replacement

Schools as Teaching
Tools

- Irrigation upgrades and repairs

CHPS Summary
Collaborative for High Performance Schools
Supports the idea that “a well-designed facility
can truly enhance performance and make
education more enjoyable and
rewarding…and a productive learning
experience.”

Sustainable
Category Total

- Ongoing maintenance, landscape and building
cleaning

Maintenance &
Operations

Code, Life Safety
& Access

The following list was provided by the school’s
principal which was generated from school site
council and community meetings:

High Performance
Transformation

Project Cost
Summary Matrix

In accordance with the Green and Grid
Neutral Model Schools Policy Initiative-BP
3511and Resolution No. 2583; Adopting the
Collaborative for High Performing Schools
(CHPS) Criteria, the following summary
characterizes how the Schools align with the
Best Practices Criteria.

$ 984,490 $ 1,067,690 $ 1,829,490 $ 3,881,670
$0

$ 53,300

$ 106,470

$ 159,770

$ 42,250

$ 513,630

$0

$ 555,880

$ 512,590 $ 2,527,070 $ 1,558,830 $ 4,598,490


$ 17,680 $ 1,514,110

$ 685,100 $ 2,216,890





$0

$ 0 $ 7,137,780 $ 7,137,780





Assessment Total

$ 1,557,010 $ 5,675,800 $ 11,317,670 $ 18,550,480

Cost Summary reflects Total Project Cost Estimate, inclusive
of Construction Cost and Soft Cost

Campus Assessment Summary
Sustainable Sites

Water Efficiency Energy & Atmosphere

- School Entry &
Drop-off
- Parking & Drives
- Service Access
- Outdoor Activity
- Campus Core
- Utilities & Infrastructure

- Site Utilities &
Infrastructure
- Plumbing Systems
- Specialty Systems
- Fire Protection
Systems

- Central Plant
- HVAC Systems
- Specialty Systems
- Alternative Energy Systems

Materials &
Resources
- Signage
- Door Hardware
- Interior Space
- Exterior Finish

Indoor Environmental Leadership, Education &
Innovation
Quality
- Electrical Systems
- Lighting Systems
- Technology Systems
- Low Voltage Systems

- Career & College Ready
- Family & Community Engagement
- Organizational Transformation

SUMMARY by
CHPS Categories
Leadership, Education
& Innovation
Sustainable Sites
Water Efficiency
Energy & Atmosphere
Climate
Materials & Resources
Indoor Environmental
Quality
TOTAL

Eligible

Actual

Points

Points

13
14
9
29
10
18

1
3
0
0
0
2

23/25

2

118

8

Under
Performing

CHPS
Minimum

CHPS High
Performing

0

25

118 Points

8
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